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This is not a theory book that discusses the ideas and concepts of digital transformation, but a
practical field book that describes the proven digital Capabilities as the building blocks of digital
transformation, including an approach to assessment and improvement of the digital capabilities
to achieve successful digital transformation. This book therefore caters best for digital
'practitioners'. If you are not a digital practitioner, refer to the book "77 Building Blocks of Digital
Transformation: Simply Explained" written for the general public.The Digital Capability Model in
this book consists of 12 Mega Capabilities and 77 Capabilities, where a mega capability is
comprised of a set of capabilities. This book is organized to describe the 77 CAPABILITIES and
their MATURITY LEVELS. A digital capability is defined in this book as an organizational
capacity to produce intended business outcome by combining process, people and technology
elements in a way that is unique to each organization, and the 77 digital capabilities are
described in detail in terms of process, people and technology elements in this book.The Model
is comprehensive in scope, making it best suited for those who desire to have a broad
understanding of the entire scope of digital transformation and wish to obtain the cross-
boundary, multi-disciplinary knowledge across business and technology.The Model covers the
following digital capabilities: 1. Digital Customer Experience ManagementDigital Customer
Journey ManagementUser ResearchUsability AnalysisUser Experience DesigningUser
Experience Testing 2. Social InteractionSocial ListeningSocial Media MarketingSocial Media
ServicingOnline Community ManagementRating & Review ManagementContent
ModerationSocial Crisis Management3. Digital MarketingDigital Brand MarketingSearch Engine
OptimizationPaid SearchContent TargetingAffiliate MarketingOnline AdvertisingDigital
Campaign ManagementLead ManagementMarketing Offer ManagementEmail MarketingMobile
MarketingMarketing AutomationConversion Rate Optimization4. Digital CommerceOnline
MerchandisingShopping Cart & CheckoutPayments & ReconciliationOrder Management &
FulfillmentAccount Management & Self-Service5. Digital Channel ManagementChannel Mix &
OptimizationCross-Business IntegrationCross-Channel IntegrationMulti-Device Presentation6.
Knowledge & Content ManagementKnowledge ManagementContent Lifecycle
ManagementDigital Asset ManagementContent Aggregation & SyndicationWeb Content
Management7. Customization & PersonalizationCustomer Preference ManagementCustomer
Communication ManagementSocial Behaviour ManagementInteraction Tracking &
ManagementCustomer Loyalty ManagementDigital Customer Services8. Digital
IntelligenceProduct Similarity AnalyticsCustomer InsightsCustomer SegmentationConversion
AnalyticsDigital Marketing EffectivenessBig Data AnalyticsWeb AnalyticsReporting &
Dashboard9. Digital Data ManagementNon-relational Data ManagementDistributed Data Store
ManagementEnterprise SearchMaster Data ManagementData Quality ManagementDigital Data
Policy Management10. Digital Infrastructure ManagementUser Interaction ServicesProcess
Integration ServicesParallel Processing ServicesArtificial Intelligence ServicesFederated



Access ManagementOn-Demand ProvisioningDigital Continuity Management11. Digital
AlignmentDigital InnovationDigital PlanningDigital GovernanceCross-Boundary
CollaborationDigital Journey Readiness12. Digital Development & OperationsDigital Program &
Project ManagementDigital Design AuthorityDigital Capability DevelopmentDigital Capability
IntroductionDigital Service OperationsDigital Quality Management

"I was lucky enough to be there when Jace first started to codify his wholistic understanding of
digital operations into the Digital Capability Model. As I read through this book four years later, I
again see the clarity of his communication, the value of his expansive perspective and the sheer
usefulness of this tool. The Model is thorough and intricate, well thought out and well explained.
The value of this whole of capability model is tremendous and should become the standard
against which digital business is measured." - Nick Crowther, Managing Director, Freerange
Future (Webby Awards and SxSW Interactive Awards winner). "Many organizations find it difficult
to establish a robust yet agile framework for their digital operations. This book is all about a
ready-made, yet highly-customizable solution to this challenge. The author suggests thinking of
digital capabilities as the building blocks for digital transformation and describes each capability
in great detail. Organizations can simply pick and choose those digital capabilities they consider
relevant to them, to build their own digital framework. Reading this book and following the steps
will put you firmly on the road to achieving dominance in the digital space and providing your
customers with consistent, memorable user experiences that will keep them coming back for
more." - David Lee, Director Process Innovation, Samsung America."A must read for anyone
already involved in digital transformation, or wanting to learn how best they can implement and
improve their digital operations. Rather than delivering generic and superficial statements about
digital transformation, this book covers the essentials of proven digital capabilities and shows
you how to use these to implement digital transformation practically. The unified model of Digital
Capabilities provides a crash course that introduces readers to all the various aspects of digital
transformation. If you're looking for a proven, practical digital framework, this book will exceed
your expectations significantly." - Jay J., Customer & Digital Senior Adviser, Ernst & Young.From
the AuthorApply the Digital Capability Model and its toolkit to your digital transformation
program.About the AuthorAs a seasoned management consultant with more than 26 year
experience in business operations and technology strategy, Jace has worked with Deloitte as a
delivery partner and a few other multinational management-consulting firms.He is passionate
about exploring cross-boundary, multi-disciplinary areas of business operations as he strongly
believes those are where competitive advantages for an organization can be created. He has
always dreamt about developing a business capability model in which business and IT work
together as a truly single team to generate unique values. This book is the first fruit borne from
these never-ending thoughts.Read more
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digital ‘practitioners’ who are involved in digital business operations, including information
technology, digital technology, digital marketing, digital channel management, social media
management, online commerce, online customer services and many more operational areas
that digital technology may have an impact on.A digital capability is defined in this book as an



organizational capacity and ability to produce intended business outcome in the digital space by
combining process, people and technology elements in a way that is unique to each
organization.A Process element includes process flow, input & output information, and business
rules, policies & guidelines. A People element includes organizational structure & culture, and
people’s roles, responsibilities & skills. A Technology element includes applications, data,
infrastructure, facilities and equipment around digital technology.The Social Listening digital
capability is for example defined as an organizational capacity to understand what users are
talking about on social media and use that for business by combining its well-defined processes,
skilled staff and their clear roles & responsibilities, and automation tools. A higher maturity of
digital capabilities ensures effective and efficient operations of a digital business.Digital
business operations is a multi-disciplinary area where business and IT converges and works
together to produce business outcomes in the digital space. Understanding both business and
IT as if these were a single departmental function is therefore critical to the success of digital
business. The Digital Capability Model is optimized to meet the needs of those who wish to
obtain and increase this cross-boundary, multi-disciplinary knowledge.Although this book is
comprehensive in its scope, it is introductory in its depth.The Digital Capability Model is
comprehensive in scope, making it best suited for those who desire to have a broad
understanding of the entire scope of digital capabilities and want to use a holistic approach to
improve the performance of their digital business.However, the book is focused on ‘introducing’
digital capabilities by describing their definition and key concepts, as well as the maturity levels
and maturity indicators of each digital capability. Although it goes deep enough when necessary,
technical details of a digital capability is out of scope.The definition and key concepts of ‘Product
Similarity Analytics’ capability are for example discussed and the basic analytical method
explained, although the detailed formula and algorithms of the analytics are deemed outside the
scope of this book. This book may be used as a starter to understand the overarching structure
of digital capabilities, while other sources should be used when technical details for
implementation of the digital capabilities are required.Impact of the Digital Trend on BusinessI
started my career as the marketing manager of an Interactive Marketing Team in a marketing
communication company. When my team saw the potential of the Internet as an unprecedented
effective marketing channel, we developed an Internet shopping mall in the mid-1990s by using
CGI programming{1} and MySQL{2} database. E-business soon became the dominant trend as
the first version of digital business in the early 2000s.Nowadays, new digital technologies are
introduced at a rapid pace. As was learned from integrating e-commerce or e-business into the
traditional business in the past, other significant potential for further sell-side improvements is
possible by applying those contemporary digital technologies to the business.It is commonly
acknowledged that Social, Mobile and Cloud are among the most relevant factors of the
contemporary digital era. A closer look at these three elements reveals that they are closely
related from a business perspective.Put simply, those three things are all related to ‘digitized
user interactions’. Social means users interact with each other for socialization, Mobile means



users interact using mobile devices, and Cloud means dynamic provisioning of business
services to support unpredictable, massive transaction processing involving the un-structured
and semi-structured data those interactions generate.Before the contemporary digital age,
customer behaviour could only be determined through surveys and focus groups interview
(FGI), or at best by analysing behaviours of customers who did visit.Using Social, Mobile and
Cloud, previously unseen customers’ private reactions to brands through ‘digitized interactions’
can now be observed and even measured, even if they never visit or shop. Customers reveal
themselves to businesses through their digitized interactions. Marketing & sales divisions should
be most excited about the digitization of customer behaviours.The Digital Capability ModelThe
Digital Capability Model can help you to make the most of these new digital opportunities and
make the most out of the digital trends because the Model has Social, Mobile and Cloud at the
core of the digital capabilities, and seamlessly integrates them with digital business.[Figure 1:
The Digital Capability Model – Mega Capability View]The Digital Capability Model is a reference
model used to diagnose and design business capabilities required for digital business. It focuses
heavily on the operational areas of information technology, marketing, sales and customer
service. Several noticeable features in the Model should be of interest.1. The Model is based on
the global best practices for digital business.The Digital Capability Model consists of 12 mega
capabilities and 77 capabilities that are based on global best practices. The digital capabilities of
an organization can be benchmarked against the best practices in two ways. Firstly, the digital
landscape can be checked to verify if it covers all the mega capabilities and their constituent
capabilities contained in the Model. Secondly, an organization’s digital practices can be
compared with the leading practices described in the maturity indicators of each digital
capability.2. The Model consists of front-office, middle-office and back-office modules to help
you respond to customers better.The front-office interacts with customers directly through digital
channels to market and sell products and services. The back-office supports the front-office by
providing information needed to interact with customers. In architectural terms, back-office
processes are not necessarily integrated with front-office processes seamlessly. Chances are
therefore that the front-office is not responsive enough.This is where the middle-office concept
comes in. The middle-office in the Model is responsible for preparing customized content based
on analytics insights provided by the back-office and then feeding the customized content to the
front-office on demand. The middle-office is seamlessly integrated with front-office operations
so that front-office staff are well equipped to interact with, and respond to customers. This
enables staff to socialize with customers, and market and sell products and services to them
effectively.3. Most digital capabilities in the Model are aligned with customer journeys toward
purchasingThanks to digitized customer interactions, customer behaviour and interaction can
now be observed objectively. So that the customers can be influenced effectively at multiple
touchpoints to move toward a purchasing action during their journey. This is why managing
customer experiences and journeys are becoming more critical in the digital age than ever
before. All channels, front-office, middle-office, and back-office, should be aligned with



strategically developed customer experience journeys. This concept is core to the formation of
the Model.4. The front-office is structured to move interactions with customers from socialization
through marketing to sales.It is not possible to sell to everyone encountered online immediately.
Socialization should first be used to build a relationship as per the customer journey map.The
Social Interaction capabilities of the front-office can target a broader audience than customer
segments in a marketing plan. This enables the building of brand awareness, interest and
preference widely, as well as creating word of mouth through loyal brand supporters.The
relationship evolves beyond socialization to the point where marketing offers can be pitched,
and to the next level where potential customers are led to a purchasing transaction. The Model
fully supports the concept of managing conversions in the marketing funnel.5. The Model is
relevant to many different marketing approaches.Marketing practices typically consist of
planning, execution and performance evaluation processes. Every business, however, has a
different set of marketing processes. The holistic and comprehensive nature of the reference
model makes it relevant to any marketing process that conforms to the Plan-Do-See marketing
cycle.INTRODUCTIONThe Structure of This BookThe Digital Capability Model consists of 12
mega capabilities and 77 capabilities, where a mega capability is comprised of a set of
capabilities. This book is organized to describe the capabilities individually according to the
taxonomy of the Digital Capability Model. The diagram of the Digital Capability Model on the
next page will facilitate better understanding of the structure of this book.Digital Customer
Experience Management is discussed first. Digital Customer Experience Management is a set
of digital capabilities used to improve customer experience across all digital channels and
touchpoints. Digital Customer Experience Management capabilities provide overarching
directions for the front-office, middle-office and back-office capabilities of the Digital Capability
Model.The front-office capabilities are explained next. As mentioned earlier, the front-office is
structured to be aligned with the customer relationship moving from socialization to purchasing
action. This starts at Social Interaction capabilities and moves up to Digital Marketing
capabilities, and eventually Digital Commerce capabilities.[Figure 2: The Digital Capability
Model - Capability View]Digital Channel capabilities are introduced right after the introduction of
the front-office capabilities. This mega capability is closely integrated with the front-office
capabilities that use Digital Channel capabilities to connect to a broader digital user base,
including digital customers.Following the introduction of Digital Channel capabilities, the middle-
office and back-office capabilities are described.Digital Data Management capabilities and
Digital Infrastructure Management capabilities are the technical foundations on which the front-
office, middle-office and back-office capabilities are built.Digital Alignment is a set of capabilities
used to develop and execute digital plans that are aligned to corporate and business unit
strategies. Digital capabilities are developed based on the digital plans and maintained through
the Digital Development & Operations capability. These two mega capabilities are discussed at
the end of the Digital Capability Model.In the final part of this book, the digital capability planning
methodology is introduced. This brief methodology can be employed to make the best use of the



Digital Capability Model when digital plans need to be established to improve digital
capabilities.Machine Learning is mentioned a few times in this book, but not established as a
standalone capability of The Digital Capability Model for a reason. Machine Learning-based AI is
instead discussed briefly in the epilogue.A Mega Capability and a CapabilityEvery mega
capability in the Digital Capability Model has its constituent capabilities. In this book, a mega
capability is introduced first and its constituent capabilities are subsequently explained.When a
capability is introduced, the definition of the capability is described, followed by the maturity
levels and examples of indicators of the capability levels. The definition of a capability also
includes key concepts that complement the definition and assist with determining the maturity
level of the capability.Maturity Levels of a CapabilityWhile a capability of the Digital Capability
Model can be assessed in terms of its level of maturity, a maturity level of a mega capability is
calculated by combining the maturity levels of the capabilities that belong to the mega
capability.The results of the assessment of the maturity levels are used to establish a digital
strategy and plans to improve overall levels of digital capabilities of an organization. This will be
discussed further in a later part of this book.Below are the overall definitions and indicators of a
maturity level of each digital capability, and capability-specific indicators of a maturity level are
described in the following chapters. Please note that the maturity indicator examples included in
this book should be considered ‘signs’ of the maturity level rather than absolute criteria, as every
organization has unique digital operations that cannot be generalized.Level 0: Non-existentNo
digital capability exists; neither processes of the capability, people responsible for performing
the processes, nor are supporting tools in place.The capability may be considered core to the
digital business and strategically required, but it has never been built.Level 1: Ad hocThe level
exists in ad hoc, once-off, or tactical form.It is driven not by digital direction, but by external
pressure or urgent internal issues.It may be considered strategic core to the digital business and
the need for improvement is acknowledged. The overall digital strategy is however absent and
the capability may be in the pilot phase or initially implemented, and it has therefore very limited
functionalities.Level 2: BasicThe ad hoc level is constantly enhanced to leverage bottom-up
improvement opportunities, or cope with competition, not to outperform or beat competitors, but
to survive.More implementations are planned or are in progress.Functionality gets rich and
upgraded, but is still competitively limited because this is considered as hygiene factors.Level 3:
DefinedThe capability level exists because it is considered strategically required and core to the
digital business strategy and operations.Digital vision and strategy drives investment in the
capability.It is regarded as average practice in the market.This level is an industry norm.This
level is not a key differentiator, nor does it provide competitive advantage.Level 4: OptimizedThe
strategic level is constantly optimized to the point where the capability is starting to be
differentiated for an organization, enabling it to cope successfully with fierce competition.The
performance of the capability is traced, measured and improved against pre-defined KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) and metrics.The capability level enables the organization to learn
internally to outperform, rather than to copy the practices of competitors.Level 5: ProgressiveThe



capability level is fully integrated with other digital capabilities so that it gets synergy and
exceeds expectation through working together with other digital capabilities.It is considered truly
market leading and best practices in the industry and market.Very few have this capability
level.MEGA CAPABILITY 1.DIGITAL CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENTDigital
Customer Experience Management is a set of digital capabilities used to enhance customer
experience throughout all digital interactions with all levels of organization, e.g. marketing, sales,
delivery, and support. It enables simplified, seamless, and intuitive customer experiences in
order to eventually strengthen customer relationships and directly affect the bottom line.This
mega capability should be an integral part of corporate-level customer experience management.
The entire customer experience should be managed across digital and non-digital channels for
seamless customer experience.While the Digital Capability Model has extensive implications to
almost every operational area of an organization, its primary focus is on improving marketing
and sales capabilities and effectiveness by leveraging contemporary digital channels and
technologies. This mega capability is therefore at the core of the entire Model, as it provides
overarching directions directly to the front-office, middle-office and back-office where daily
digital marketing and sales activities are performed.Digital Customer Experience Management
has a significant impact on Digital Brand Marketing capability in particular, because a brand is
defined as the collection of all customer experiences with all levels of an organization and the
brand is built from the results of the customer experiences.There are 5 capabilities in this mega
capability:Digital Customer Journey ManagementUser ResearchUsability AnalysisUser
Experience DesigningUser Experience TestingLet’s look at the relationships between the
capabilities: “How do they collaborate to achieve what Digital Customer Experience
Management intends to achieve?” Remember that the end goal of this mega capability is to
strengthen customer relationship that affects the bottom line directly.Here is a quick overview of
the relationships:Progress from one digital touchpoint to another - from brand awareness to
purchasing to servicing - is guided by a digital journey map produced through Digital Customer
Journey Management.In order to understand how customers behave along the digital customer
journey, some research into online users has to be done. User Research will allow user
behavioural patterns to be captured.The user behavioural patterns will generate ideas on how to
design user interactions at each digital touchpoint of the digital customer journey map for User
Experience Design to enhance user experience and thus strengthen relationship.Ease-of-use is
the most important for customer experience enhancement, more important than fun for example,
making Usability Analysis another standalone capability. User Experience Designs should take
and incorporate usability requirements from Usability Analysis as one of its top
priorities.Through User Experience Testing, User Experience Designs should be tested to verify
whether intended customer responses to the designs would be derived.CAPABILITY
1-1.DIGITAL CUSTOMER JOURNEY MANAGEMENTCAPABILITY DEFINITIONDigital
Customer Journey Management is a digital capability that helps customers along their journey
from brand awareness to purchase and after-services, and guides them every step along the



journey to improve customer experience.A customer journey begins even before brand
awareness, goes through stages where the customer has preference of the brand and keeps
thinking about it, until it finally leads to the stages where the customer makes a purchase and
receives customer services. After that, the customer embarks on another journey toward another
purchase. The Journey should be cumulative and end-to-end, covering the marketing funnel, the
sales funnel and the service/aftermarket{3} funnel.Let’s look at the key concepts to understand
this capability better.Digital Customer Journey MapA digital customer journey map is a visual
presentation that describes a Customer Journey on digital channels.Digital Customer Journey
Management should look at the entire spectrum of engagements across many different digital
channels, from initial contact with a brand through to post-sales services. This makes a digital
customer journey a long process involving many steps. Different people may take different
routes to go through the steps to complete their journey, resulting in many different customer
journeys.To get started, identify a few key journeys that are critical to the digital business, create
a customer journey map to represent the key customer journeys, and then focus on these. A
single customer journey will not meet the needs of all customers, nor is it feasible to create and
maintain all customer journeys for all customers.A digital customer journey map is a great tool to
visualize the complex end-to-end digital customer journey in a simple way, focusing on key
journeys. In general, a digital customer journey map consists of a persona, journey stages,
touchpoints, interactions, and route. It describes how a persona interacts with a brand on a
digital touchpoint in a journey stage.[Figure 3: Digital Customer Journey Map]Customer
SegmentA number of customers share common behaviours, including purchasing patterns in
the digital space as well as in the real world. Those who share common behaviours are grouped
into a distinctive customer segment.There may be many customer segments for an organization,
but the number of profitable customer segments or heavy user segments are not that many. In
general, those groups are target customer segments accounting for 20~40% of total customers,
while generating 60~80% of total operating profit or revenue.A digital customer journey map
needs to be created for the target customer segments. A single journey map for every customer
is not effective enough and a journey map per customer is not feasible. It is advisable to create a
persona representing a customer segment when a journey map for a customer segment is
designed. Factors to consider include customer profile, customer preference, and other
customer behavioural patterns.Customer Segments are described in further detail in the section
‘Capability 8-3. Customer Segmentation’.Journey StageOne of the misconceptions around a
digital customer journey is that a customer journey begins when a customer initiates exploring a
product or brand, or researches the product or brand. This is the beginning of the marketing or
sales phase, not the beginning of an end-to-end customer journey.A customer journey begins
with the very first encounter with a brand, which evolves into full awareness of the brand. An end-
to-end customer journey commonly includes the following stages:Awareness stage: customers
make an initial contact with a product or brand, get to know the brand, and recognize the brand
name.Interest stage: customers become interested in the product or brand through interesting



interactions the brand provides.Preference stage: the brand becomes one of the preferred
options for consideration when they are to make a purchase. The preferred options constitute an
evoked set{4} for the customers.Search stage: when customers plan to purchase a product, they
gather information on candidate products and the focus of the research is on the evoked set,
which is the preferred options for the purchase.Analysis stage: customers filter and compare
products to make a purchasing decision.Purchase stage: a product is purchased and
delivered.Use stage: the product is installed and used.After-service stage: customers ask and
receive customer services and maintenance, and place complaints or give compliments. The
after-service stage is considered another stage for customer purchase if the service or
maintenance is out of warranty.Digital TouchpointA touchpoint is where and how a customer
interacts with a brand. In the digital space, a digital channel, digital media, or digital device can
be a touchpoint through which a customer meets and interacts with a brand. To achieve the
objective of the digital journey stage and move on to the next digital journey stage, multiple
digital touchpoints can exist.If the daily routine of a persona of a customer segment were to be
followed, the touchpoints the persona purposely accesses, or the touchpoints that are exposed
to the persona without the persona knowing it, will be found. This is how digital touchpoints are
identified. Customer interactions with a brand and an organization arise on digital
touchpoints.Customer InteractionA user may initiate interactions with a brand or an organization
at a touchpoint to accomplish his purpose, or the interactions may be initiated by the
organization to accomplish the purpose of the organization. The former type of interactions is to
‘meet the wants’ of the customer, while the latter is to ‘create or awaken the needs’ of the
customer. When designing interactions on a digital touchpoint, both types of interactions should
be considered.Different interactions can be generated at the same touchpoint in different
journey stages. These reflect a different state of a customer in progress toward a purchasing
action. The context in which a touchpoint is used should also be taken into account.Digital
interactions are initiated and continued by delivering and exchanging messages between a
customer and an organization. A description of how to design interactions to invoke a specific
reaction is given below.Define the reaction expected from the persona when the messages are
sent at the touchpoint. The customer’s reaction should drive which messages should be
delivered.Define key messages to be delivered at a touchpoint in a journey stage, considering
the profile of a persona or a customer segment the persona belongs to, the preferences of the
persona or the customer segment, and other behavioural patterns. The messages should be
aligned with the expected customer reaction defined in step 1.Repeat the processes; define the
next customer reaction expected and define messages to encourage the reaction. When the
next messages are designed, consider situations where a customer responds with unexpected
reaction after the message has been delivered, and incorporate messages to respond to the
unexpected customer reaction into the next messages.RouteA persona may prefer to take a few
different routes from one journey stage to another in a single customer journey. The designing of
customer interactions through message delivery and customer reactions at multiple touchpoints



allow for the design of multiple routes optimized for the persona.Although the shortest route is
desirable, the persona may take another route depending on the interactions experienced at the
previous touchpoint. As some touchpoints allow a persona to take multiple routes, these should
be designed as an ‘intersection’ of the multiple routes, allowing them to take another route to the
same destination on the same journey map, rather than dropping out of the
journey.Requirements of a Customer Journey Management ToolMS-Office productivity tools
such as Visio or PowerPoint may be used to develop a digital customer journey map, as this
digital capability does not require robust tool capability. The following requirements may however
be considered if there is a budget available for this digital capability.Provide standard templates
of a digital customer journey map.Support users to develop a graphical map of the digital
customer journey.Provide functionality to manage stages of the digital customer journey map,
e.g. definition and profile of each stage, gate control, conversion plans, etc.Manage master data
for a journey map such as customer segment, persona, journey stages, digital touchpoints,
customer interactions, scenario, route, etc.Analyse the gap between a current map and a future
map.Provide collaboration functionality.MATURITY INDICATOR EXAMPLESLevel 0: Non-
existentAlthough customer journey management practices may exist offline, there is nothing
defined in the digital space to manage a customer journey. This includes digital customer
journey, digital journey stages, digital touchpoint, or anything else that may be required.Level 1:
Ad hocSome touchpoints for the digital space are identified and managed on an ad hoc
basis.This is a once-off activity for a specific marketing promotion or event, and thus neither
comprehensive nor detailed.It may have been created upon the request from executives for
decision-making. It has however never been a regular part of the digital business
operations.Level 2: BasicOnly a part of customer journeys in the digital space is managed;
commonly a customer journey covering sales processes is defined.The digital customer journey
map has barely been updated since its creation.The entire journey is not identified, nor is the key
journey highlighted.It is not integrated with the offline journey, nor aligned with the corporate-
wide customer journey.Level 3: DefinedEnd-to-end journeys for target customer segments are
defined and managed through a few customer journey maps.Digital touchpoints, customer
interactions on the touchpoints, and multiple routes are identified and defined.The online journey
is integrated with the offline journey so that the corporate-wide customer journey can be
managed seamlessly.Specialized staff, standard processes, and standard tools are
implemented to perform Digital Customer Journey Management effectively.Level 4:
OptimizedDigital Customer Journey Management is optimized to the extent that the organization
can identify and focus on key customer journeys that can create differentiated interactions and
experiences.The organization can differentiate itself in the market by demonstrating this level of
the capability. It does however not necessarily provide a competitive advantage against major
competitors.Level 5: ProgressiveMany users from the key customer segments interact with the
organization at the digital touchpoint as planned, as the organization is well aware of the
behavioural patterns of the segments.The capability is fully integrated and aligned with other



such digital capabilities from the front-office, middle-office, and back-office, enabling them to
collectively create seamless experiences under the consistent direction offered by the digital
customer journey map.The level of the capability provides a competitive advantage by creating
higher customer intimacy and customer loyalty.CAPABILITY 1-2.USER
RESEARCHCAPABILITY DEFINITIONUser Research is a digital capability used to understand
customer behaviours, customer wants, customer needs and customer motivations by
incorporating experimental and observational research; customer wants are explicitly expressed
by customers, while customer needs are hidden or unknown to customers.The User Research
data is also used to design customer interactions and user experiences.Designing of customer
interactions at touchpoints: The research data should provide input to developing concepts for
customer interaction design in relation to what messages customers would want and need from
the brand and organization at a specific touchpoint.Designing of user experience and usability of
touch points: The research data should provide guiding principles to develop design concepts
for improved user experiences and ease-of-use.Numerous organizations perform user research
on a regular basis and the research often targets a broader user base. The results of the user
research into the broader user base do however often not lead anywhere. It would be sensible to
focus user research on target customer segments of an organization.When target customer
segments are identified through analysis of customer interactions and purchasing behaviours, a
profile of each target customer segment can be developed.There is however a good chance that
current databases and information available within an organization would not provide data
enough to create an effective profile of a target customer segment. This is why User Research
capability needs to be built to produce additional data for the profiling.A common profile of a
customer segment includes, but is not limited to:Demographics: the statistical characteristics of
the customers in the same customer segment, such as age, gender, geographic location,
marital status, income, home ownership, disabilities, education, employment status, children,
savings, etc.General value, belief & attitude: common principles, standards, opinions, and even
feelings shared by the majority of the customers in the same customer segment.Situational
goals: common goals, purposes, and objectives shared by the same customer
segment.Preferred channels: the access and communication channels most preferred by the
customer segment.Information searching patterns: common patterns of where they go to find
information, how they evaluate the information, what type of information they trust the most,
etc.Decision making patterns: common patterns of the type and quantity of information used for
decision-making, and a way that purchasing decisions are made, e.g. emotional, analytical,
experiential, intuitive, etc.Purchasing patterns: common patterns of product purchasing, e.g.
what product, how much, how many, and how frequent they purchase in which channels.Annual
revenue: the annual purchasing amount by the customer segment.Cost to serve: the annual cost
to support and maintain the customer segment.User research should fill the gap between the
data available in your transactional and analytical databases, and the data required to design
interactions and user experiences.MATURITY INDICATOR EXAMPLESLevel 0: Non-



existentSome customers may have been analysed through transactional and analytical
databases within the organization. Research into users outside the scope of the internal
databases has however never been performed.Level 1: Ad hocUser research is performed on an
ad hoc basis to answer a tactical question, without clear long-term objectives for the use of the
research data.User research has for example been performed a few times in the past to develop
an executive report as part of marketing and business strategy consulting projects.Level 2:
BasicResearch on users is conducted on a regular basis to fulfil the bottom-up needs for a quick
fix, without longer-term objectives for the use of the research data.The user research is not
focused on target customer segments.It is not aligned with strategic needs for digital customer
experience management; it does not help answer strategic questions from the digital marketing
strategy.Level 3: DefinedCentrally coordinated research into target customer segments is
conducted to address strategic needs.Research tools, research methodology and aids, and
clear roles and responsibilities are implemented.The data collected from the user research
properly reflects customer wants that are explicitly expressed by the customers.Various types of
research are employed to address not only quantitative questions, but also qualitative questions,
e.g. focus group interviews and surveys.Level 4: OptimizedThe user research is performed to
understand the target customer segments better, rather than a broader customer base.The user
research is focused on a few key areas where customer interactions and customer experiences
need to be improved to facilitate progress from one touchpoint to another.The user research
practice is optimized to the extent that hidden customer intentions can be captured. This allows
for customer interactions at touchpoints to be designed in a way that they align with the hidden
intentions of the customers, as well as the wants explicitly expressed by the customers.Level 5:
ProgressiveThe result of the user research can facilitate creation of new needs previously
unseen by the target customer segments; this is an advanced version of the hidden intention of
customers, as it is more the invention of needs, rather than a discovery of needs.New ideas are
continually generated and tried in the market to innovate customer interactions at
touchpoints.The organization focuses more on creating new demands, rather than meeting
existing demands, believing that customers in general don’t know what they need until it is
shown to them.CAPABILITY 1-3.USABILITY ANALYSISCAPABILITY DEFINITIONUsability
Analysis is a digital capability to analyse how users interact with the layout and contents that
digital touchpoints provide. This capability is more relevant when it comes to the digital
touchpoints with interfaces that are complex to navigate, e.g. desktop-purposed websites and
mobile apps.Usability Analysis is inherently an integral part of a broader concept of user
experience design. It therefore aims at providing usability requirements and assessment criteria
to the User Experience Design capability, to help create simpler and easier-to-use
interfaces.The usability of a digital touchpoint is commonly measured against learnability,
efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction. It also provides specific test scenarios and test
cases for user experience testing to determine the usability of the designs.Usability Analysis
often follows industry-leading practices such as the 10 usability heuristics developed by Jakob



Nielsen. A summarized version of these is shown below:Visibility of system status: The system
should always keep users informed about what is going on, through feedback within reasonable
time.Match between system & the real world: The system should use words, phrases and
concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms.User control & freedom: The
system should provide emergency exit for the users to leave the unwanted state, without having
to go through an extended dialogue.Consistency & standards: The system should make sure
users do not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same
thing.Error prevention: The system should provide mechanisms to prevent user’s unconscious
errors such as slips or mistakes, e.g. suggestions, good defaults, forgiving formats,
etc.Recognition rather than recall: The system should minimize the user's memory load by
making objects, actions and options visible. The user should not have to remember information
from one part of the dialogue to another.Flexibility & efficiency of use: The system should cater
to both inexperienced and experienced users. Accelerators may often speed up the interaction
for the expert user. The system should allow users to tailor frequent actions.Aesthetic and
minimalist design: Dialogues should not contain information irrelevant or rarely needed. Every
extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and
diminishes their relative visibility.Help users recognize, diagnose, & recover from errors: Error
messages should be expressed in plain language without programming codes, precisely
indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.Help & documentation: Even though
it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help
and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task,
list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.The current levels of usability of the
layouts and contents provided at the touchpoints can be assessed against criteria such as
these, and target levels of usability set. Gaps are the difference between the current levels and
the target levels. Usability requirements can be developed to address the gaps and provide the
requirements for User Experience Design and User Experience Testing.MATURITY INDICATOR
EXAMPLESLevel 0: Non-existentUsability requirements are not developed.Usability of the
interactions on the touchpoints is never assessed.Level 1: Ad hocUsability of the current
touchpoints is assessed on an ad hoc basis.The depth and quality of the usability analysis is
very limited as the usability analysis concept is merely emerging in the organization.The
usability analysis does not always create requirements intended to improve the current
usability.Level 2: BasicUsability of the current touchpoints is analysed on a regular basis to
assess the current level of usability.The result of the usability assessment may lead to the
creation of usability requirements.Some of the digital projects include usability requirements as
official part of the project scope, and the result of usability analysis may be spontaneously
shared among some of the digital projects.The depth and quality of the usability is limited, as it
is not a separate discipline or practice in the organization, and the usability analysis is performed
without central standards.Level 3: DefinedEnterprise-wide usability principles and policies are
implemented, e.g. User-centric Design principles.Standard methodology for usability analysis,



analysis criteria, analysis tools, and official role for Usability Analysis are officially established
and enforced by the policies.Usability requirements from the usability analysis are incorporated
into User Experience Design and User Experience Testing.Level 4: OptimizedUsability is
constantly measured and enhanced against metrics around learnability, efficiency, memorability,
errors and satisfaction.Usability is optimized to the point where the organization has been able
to create usability design patterns and techniques internally. These are stored in a repository
enabling them to be shared and reused as design standards across the organization.Usability is
a critical part of User Experience Designs and User Experience Testing.Level 5:
ProgressiveUsability is one of the drivers for improved customer experiences for the
organization, allowing it to build high customer intimacy with the brand. This forms the basis of
the competitive advantage.Internally developed usability principles, policies, design patterns
and techniques are benchmarked as one of the industry leading practices.CAPABILITY
1-4.USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNINGCAPABILITY DEFINITIONUser Experience (UX)
Designing is a digital capability used to design and maintain user experiences in interactions
with a brand, product, and organization. It enhances user satisfaction and loyalty by providing
meaningful and personally relevant experiences, as well as improving accessibility, ease-of-use,
and pleasure.User experience design is a multi-disciplinary practice involving designing and
marketing. On one hand, this capability is a design practice. It encompasses graphic design,
sound & motion design, information & contents design, and interface design. On the other hand,
this is a marketing practice. User experience is a type of customer experience in the digital
space. A collective experience of a customer with an organization constitutes a brand for the
individual customer. Therefore, designing user experiences is to design how to build a brand in
the digital space.Design Interaction FirstAlthough User Experience Designing commonly
includes creating products that provide improved customer experiences, the focus of user
experiences in the Digital Capability Model is on improving the user experience in interactions
on digital touchpoints along the digital customer journey.From this point of view, the alignment of
User Experience Designing to customer interaction plans of a digital customer journey map is its
most critical management principle. User experience designs should be aligned with the
interactions at touchpoints defined in a digital customer journey map. The designs should make
sure the planned customer interactions take place.Customer interactions on digital touchpoints
are the repetitive processes of the message delivery and customer reactions to the messages
on digital touchpoints. The exchange of the messages and reactions is the key scope of User
Experience Designing. Content and information should be designed in detail as a critical part of
User Experience Designing, so that the right messages creating the desired reactions are
delivered.If the majority of customers react unexpectedly to the content and information
delivered at a touchpoint, either the messages of the digital customer journey map, or the user
experience designs should be changed.Design Interface LaterAfter the messages and customer
reactions have been designed, the delivery methods for messages and reactions should be
designed. This means designing interfaces of the touchpoints where the interactions occur. In-



depth requirements for designing detailed interfaces of touchpoints should be available from the
information on behavioural patterns of target customer segments. These can be identified from
User Research results and customer segment profiles.MATURITY INDICATOR
EXAMPLESLevel 0: Non-existentThe user interface of a touchpoint has been designed, but the
user experience of the touchpoint has not been designed. For example, the user interface of the
official company website has been designed from a graphic design perspective, but ways to
improve user experiences to build better a brand from a marketing perspective has never been
considered. The concept of User Experience Designing has therefore not yet been introduced
into the organization.Level 1: Ad hocThe role of user experience designer may have been
implemented, but the role actually focuses on graphic design.The designer creates graphic
elements to improve accessibility and usability at some of the digital touchpoints.The concept of
User Experience Designing is just introduced into the organization.User Experience Designing
is not yet accepted as a project management principle or discipline.Level 2: BasicThe concept of
User Experience Designing is actively discussed and some of design practices are shared
across some of the digital projects.User experience designs are however not consistent across
projects or business units, as there is no enterprise-wide standard of User Experience
Designing.The design practice and designs have little to do with building a brand, and they are
therefore not well aligned with customer journey management.Level 3: DefinedThe concept of
User Experience Designing is officially established as one of the digital practices.Central
standards design principles, policies, processes, methodology and design tools are in place.The
user experience designs are aligned with the digital customer journey map.The user experience
designs are consistent across projects and business units.The user experience designs are
however still more focused on user interfaces, rather than on user interactions.Level 4:
OptimizedThe user experience designs are more focused on user interactions than on user
interfaces.The effectiveness of user experience designs is measured against metrics such as
accessibility and ease-of-use in user interactions and user interfaces on a regular basis.User
experience designs are optimized based on the measurement against the metrics. This is done
to the extent that customers become satisfied and therefore give positive feedback on their
online experiences.Level 5: ProgressiveMany users express strong preference for the designs of
the interfaces and interactions with the brand on the digital touchpoints through customer
surveys or online feedback. The collective user experience drives customer intimacy with the
digital brand, contributing to building a competitive advantage.The design patterns for user
experiences are internally developed, as part of internal knowledge built for core competencies
supporting the competitive advantage.Its patterns for user experience design are often
benchmarked as one of the industry leading practices.CAPABILITY 1-5.USER EXPERIENCE
TESTINGCAPABILITY DEFINITIONUser Experience Testing is a digital capability used to
evaluate user experience designs across all digital channels and devices at touchpoints. It
involves target users during testing to ensure that the user experience designs are implemented
as is intended by both the requirements for experience designs, and the directions from a



journey map.User Experience Testing should not be confused with user interface testing, as
user interface is just a small part of the user experience. Just as User Experience Designing is a
multidisciplinary practice, so is User Experience Testing.User Experience Testing is not solely
meant to test user interfaces. It should test whether the experience designs are achieving what
customer interactions at touchpoints of a digital customer journey map intend to achieve. For
example, it should test whether the right message is delivered to the right customer through a
suitable touchpoint to achieve the expected customer response in a way that is compatible with
such a user interface.Test Scenarios & Test CasesIn order to test user experience designs and
implementations, test plans that have test objectives, test scope, tester recruiting, testing tools,
testing processes, etc. need to be developed. Test scenarios and test cases also need to be
developed to conduct the tests.A test scenario is a general term used to describe the end-to-
end flow of tests used to examine a business process scenario. A test scenario of User
Experience Testing in Digital Customer Experience Management is a test flow to test an
instance of the business processes scenario and customer navigation scenario on a digital
customer journey map from the user experience perspective.There would be many different
instances for the same digital customer journey from brand awareness to product purchasing,
depending on who is interacting for what and how. As not all instances that might happen can be
tested, a few most likely instances should be chosen and test scenarios developed to test those
instances.A test scenario for user experience testing is commonly derived from a common route
a persona of a target customer segment may take on a customer journey map.A test case is
used to perform a specific test for a specific function or step of a test scenario. A test case of
user experience testing is to test a single interaction of a customer at a digital touchpoint. A test
case for experience testing is commonly derived from an individual interaction at a touchpoint in
the scope of a test scenario. A test case should have input, expected output and action to
perform a specific test action. A single test scenario has multiple test cases.MATURITY
INDICATOR EXAMPLESLevel 0: Non-existentA user interface is tested from a software
development perspective during system development, but the user experience is not evaluated
before, during, or after the development.Level 1: Ad hocUser experience is evaluated on an ad
hoc basis.The evaluation is only performed to address critical customer complaints or
incidents.A high-level test plan may be developed to define the scope or objective, but neither
the test scenario, nor the test case is formally documented.Level 2: BasicUser experience is
evaluated on a regular basis. No overarching principle or standard methodology has however
been established to guide the user experience testing.Multiple testing scenarios and testing
cases are planned and documented. Testing scenarios and testing cases are however not
consistent, due to lack of a centralized standard or coordination.A testing tool may be used to
support the testing processes. The functionality of the tool is however too limited to automate the
end-to-end testing processes.Level 3: DefinedAn overarching user experience testing strategy is
defined to provide overall guidance for an individual user experience testing.Centralized testing
methodology, guidelines and testing roles are implemented and enforced across the



organization.The quality of testing scenarios and testing cases are consistent across the
organization.A standard testing tool is implemented. The tool is specialized at user experience
testing and the functionality of the tool is comprehensive enough to automate and support end-
to-end testing processes.User experience designs are tested to verify whether intended
customer responses to the designs are derived.Level 4: OptimizedUser experience testing
results are constantly measured against pre-defined metrics so that testing procedures and
qualities are optimized based on the measurement.A closed feedback loop exists between
experience testing and the other capabilities under Digital Customer Experience Management.
User experience testing results are provided as input to the other capabilities.User experience
designs are tested to verify whether the user experience designs facilitate the customer’s
journey on the customer journey map.Level 5: ProgressiveA closed feedback loop exists
between the target customers and the organization. Some loyal customers from the target
customer segment regularly participate as an integral part in the user experience testings. The
users and the organization successfully collaborate to perform the testing and thereby discover
new ways to enhance customer experience designs and facilitate the customer’s journey on the
customer journey map.MEGA CAPABILITY 2.SOCIAL INTERACTIONSocial Interaction is a set
of digital capabilities used to facilitate interactions, both between end-users and between end-
users and an organization through social media channels. The mega capability is not only to
help grow business and improve business operations, but also to benefit the customers by
ensuring that they get the right advice and support through Social Interaction, enabling them to
make informed decisions.A relationship through socialization needs to be built before digital
marketing is performed. The Social Interaction capabilities of the front-office enable an
organization to interact with a wider audience than the target customer segments defined in
marketing plans. The mega capability helps create brand awareness, interest and preference for
the broader audience, as well as creates word of mouth through loyal customers. The
relationship often evolves beyond socialization to the extent that marketing offers can be made,
and it can eventually lead to the next level where the audience can be convinced to take
purchasing actions.Social Interaction has the following digital capabilities:Social ListeningSocial
Media MarketingSocial Media ServicingOnline Community ManagementRating & Review
ManagementContent ModerationSocial Crisis ManagementCAPABILITY 2-1.SOCIAL
LISTENINGCAPABILITY DEFINITIONSocial Listening is a digital capability used to capture,
store, and analyse a massive amount of information generated by digital users on social media
about a brand and an organization in a (near) real time. This information can be about the
company, its customers, its products, its services, its competitors, and its industry. Social
Listening is performed to make the best use of the information for business strategy and
operations, and to determine how to respond best to customers and users whenever
necessary.Through the Social Listening capability, organizations can capture and analyse a
variety of customer voice and sentiment around the brand, product, promotion, event, customer
service, competitors and many more, and apply the findings to their business for many



purposes. For example:Organizations can sense customers’ reactions to their promotion on a
(near) real-time basis and adjust the marketing promotion and marketing offers used for the
promotion to improve the marketing promotion’s effectiveness.Organizations can understand
customers’ decision-making criteria by monitoring how customers make purchasing decisions,
and apply the criteria to customer mind positioning, product concept building and product
positioning.Organizations can capture poor customer experiences in customer services, identify
common patterns, and streamline and improve the customer services processes
accordingly.Organizations can get an early warning of increasing negative customer opinions on
its business practices and take preventive actions to reduce these before the negative opinions
turn into negative actions.Requirements of a Social Listening ToolWhile Social Listening
policies, processes, and workforce are important for Social Listening, Social Listening tools are
the key to the successful implementation of the Social Listening capability. The tools are used to
crawl social websites and media, and mine text and phrases for a specific keyword or
combination of keywords on blogs, discussion forums and other social media, as well as mass
media in near real time.The functionality of a Social Listening tool includes, but is not limited
to:Data capture: social website crawling, real-time data stream capture, data transformation,
etc.Data store: data repository, integration with big data platforms, data archiving, etc.Data
analysis: sentiment analysis, influencer categorization & profiling, topic & theme analysis, trend
analysis, viral content tracking, word & tag cloud, etc.Data presentation: alerts & notifications,
content publishing, data visualization, dashboard, etc.A Social Listening tool primarily uses
keywords to find, sort, and analyse social website contents for information relevant to the
purpose of the Social Listening. Identifying and defining a list of right keywords or phrases that
the customers regularly discuss on social websites is critical to gather, capture, analyse, and
report relevant information for Social Listening.This type of information exists in an unstructured
format and its volume is so massive that a big data platform is commonly required to perform the
analytical processing, as well as store the data along with Social Listening tools.Use Cases in
Other Business OperationsInformation gathered through Social Listening is not only used for
marketing and sales purposes, but also for almost all operational areas of an organization. For
example:Supply chain management: customer discussions on social websites may have
implication for product demand. This is used by supply chain management departments to plan
supply and logistics of the products. Customer opinions are especially effective when the
product has just been launched in the market, or is in the early stage of the product life
cycle.Product innovation & product quality management: customers frequently and freely
discuss and compare competing products in terms of features and qualities on social websites.
These honest opinions from the customers can be utilized by the product development and
quality management departments to develop, change, and manage product features and
qualities.Risk & crisis management: customers tend to go to social websites after being treated
unfairly or finding defects in purchased products. They could for example vent their frustration
even before disclosing the problem to the public or mass media. Organizations can capture



these incidents and take actions before it turns into a social issue or crisis.Leading Practice
ExamplesSome of the commonalities found among the leading practices are:The leading
companies have metrics that are used to measure customer sentiment and decide when to take
predefined actions. For example, “If the number of negative opinions on a product is more than
40%, report it to the product manager”.They analyse trends of the data gathered to identify
unseen patterns by integrating Social Listening with Big Data analytics. This takes advantage of
correlation analysis functionality of the Big Data analytics. For example, “Users that are more
active on social websites have a stronger preference for screen quality of 3D TV”.More
importantly, they have a governance structure that can integrate Social Listening processes with
other operational areas in the organizations, so that almost all operational areas in the
organizations can apply the knowledge captured from the Social Listening to innovate their
business operations. For example, negative opinions on a product component that are
consistently raised feed back into product development and quality management processes.
[Figure 4: Hootsuite Social Listening Solution]MATURITY INDICATOR EXAMPLESLevel 0: Non-
existentNo organizational ability exists to listen to and analyse the customer voice created on
social websites.All information that the organization has about its customers comes
predominantly from the internal transactional or analytical database, e.g. sales data, customer
service data or basket analysis data.The organization only becomes aware of a massive crisis
after it goes public, or is reported by mass media.Level 1: Ad hocDue to the lack of a Social
listening tool, social websites are manually monitored for the customer’s voice. This only
happens when it is requested by executives, or when an incident has suspicious symptoms.A
social manager or marketing practitioner is also responsible for monitoring social websites on an
ad hoc basis. The processes and techniques used to monitor and analyse the social websites
for customer opinions and voices are however limited.Level 2: BasicA basic tool such as free
Social Listening software is used to monitor social websites for customer voices on a regular
basis. This is done to understand what is being discussed about the company, product, brand,
market, competitor, and industry.Monitoring and analytics are not comprehensive due to the
limited functionality of the monitoring tool.Social Listening principles and policies are missing,
and the Social Listening processes and roles and responsibilities to perform the processes are
not officially defined.Level 3: DefinedCorporate principles, policies, standards, processes,
dedicated staff, and tools are implemented to collect and analyse customer voices and opinions
generated on social websites.Keywords and phrases used to filter and analyse the data are
defined, stored, updated and maintained on a regular basis.The functionality of the Social
Listening tool is comprehensive in terms of data capture and data analysis.Overall customer
sentiment is captured on a daily basis, and the potential risk of a major crisis is identified.The
data that is collected from social websites and stored in the data repository remains in a semi-
structured or unstructured format.Level 4: OptimizedThe keywords and phrases have been
optimized to such an extent that information that is not relevant to the purpose, the brands, and
the industry is filtered out during the data capturing processes. This reduces data storage



requirements and improves the effectiveness of data analytics.Some of the semi-structured data
collected from social websites is transformed and organized into a structured format, enabling a
user to use traditional SQL{5}-based analysis on the external data, along with internal structured
data such as sales and after-service data. The combined analysis enables the organization to
generate a more comprehensive view into customer behaviours.
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Dab Master 3K, “Finally, something actionable.... Finally, a book with real actionable information
on how to guide an organization on their digitable transformation (DX) journey. There is so much
fluff about what DX means to each individual, that it is impossible to do anything with it. This
book guides you through the process wth enough specifics to be actionable, but enough space
to be adaptable. "Simply Explainded" gives you that background to describe what you need to
do along this digital journey, but "The Digital Capability Model" provides you with the roadmap to
get you there. These ar great books to enable your success on this adventure.”

Bryan Long, “It will help you build a digital transformation roadmap 10x faster!. This is not a book
for those who want a quick read or summary of digital transformation. It's for those who are
actually serious about transforming their companies and are ready to go beyond management
speak to management action. The author has provided a comprehensive roadmap to what
would need to change in the areas of people, process and technology in order to be relevant to
customers today and for the future.Imagine trying to come up with a roadmap for change in just
10 areas in the company and you can see the magnitude of the task ahead of you. The author
did that for 77 different areas complete with audit tools and example roadmaps! It will save you
days or even months of hard work when you could already begin with this book as your starting
point. Worth every cent of the purchase!”

MOLT, “Business Innovation & Transformation Enablement. The book fulfils its promise of
providing a view of the moving parts to consider in a digital transformation work effort - both
business and technical aspects. The purpose of a capability model is to improve communication
amongst stakeholders; by improving the line of sight between strategy formulation and strategy
execution.The golden thread is expressed in terms of high-level outputs, outcomes and impact.
This makes it easier to read and follow. The author provides a solid set of guardrails for
practitioners, when conducting a maturity and readiness assessment to ascertain the internal
barriers of transformation.The suggested maturity and readiness assessment execution plan or
methodology is concise.The roadmapping structure enables the practitioners and leadership
alike, to answer the questions: What does success look like? How do we proceed? What must
we change? What resources are required? What commitments are required? What decisions
are needed now?”

FMC, “Great read, highly recommended!. We have read your book “77 Building Blocks of Digital
Transformation” which we were able to purchase on Amazon.We previously reviewed at least 6
evaluation models of digital maturity levels and their corresponding guides for the definition of
Digital Transformation - TxD strategy.We believe that your book reflects an inspired and
comprehensive vision of how to approach digital transformation of modern companies. It was
when we read this book that we really understood what we were looking for and what it entails.



Congratulations!Having understood that it is about advancing step by step and incrementally in
the process of both evaluating the current situation, as well as forming the action plan in all areas
of the organization and discovering that there is consistency in the content of the stages, it
generates the necessary confidence to adopt it as a guide for our own digital transformation
process.Thank you!-FMC”

Alex, “Game changer in digital transformation publications. This book is really a game changer
on a whole other level in publications about digital transformation in that it removes all the heavy
lifting of starting from scratch when creating scope, projects, business cases, approach,
architecture, designs and roadmap for a digital transformation program. The book provides
readymades for digital transformation program delivery although many of us wouldn’t need all
the 77 Capabilities. The content of this book is far more detailed than any other books I have
come across.There are many books out there that deliver good overviews, insights and tips
about digital transformation. A few takeaways those introductory books provide have got me
thinking but many others are often too obvious to need stating, whereas this book goes way
beyond the introductory course. The level of detail, practicality and implementability
incorporated in the 77 Capabilities effectively make the book a real playbook for anyone working
on a digital transformation project. This book should be close at hand throughout any digital
transformation projects.”

Jayant, “An Exceptional Book and Coach. Firstly, this book is not casual reading. Its a serious
compendium of a wealth of knowledge, practical guidance and answers all the "how to"
questions in a methodical wayThe book is structured well with the 11 mega and 77 sub-
processes that comprise a Digital approach. The choices for customization are part of the
modelThis book clearly explains the maturity levels and how to gauge maturityEach process is
carefully dissected to an operational level and guidance provided in implementing inyour
industryI have rarely seen such a thorough effort in presenting a rather complex subject in a
readable format,”

Ravi, “Must have book for a digital transformation practioner. The book is well structured into 12
mega capabilities and 77 sub-capabilities covering the range of digital capabilities needed for
any organization. Each capability is well defined and the maturity levels are well explained.
Language is crisp and straight to the point.This book covers the entire end-to-end framework
from assessment to developing a roadmap. The emphasis on people, technology and process
consideration for every step of the assessment is commendableThis framework can be
extended to dig deeper in specific areas.Great reference book that will be picked up many times
during a digital transformation project.”

Moss, “Fantastic read and great reference book for Digital Capabilities. This book contains the



first-class Digital Capability consultancy content. If you are a Digital Transformation Architect or
CIO  its a must read, keep and refer book.You will not be disappointed.”

Andrew, “Good read to get the Digital juices flowing. There is plenty of practical advice and
guidance within this book about the types of capability you will require to help you make that
Digital journey.”

Kirk Bedford, “Exactly what I was hoping it would be. This book is fantastic - its basically a one-
stop shop of those things that as an aspiring/practicing Business Architect or Digital
Transformation Consultant is frequently googling for.”

Marziale, “A practical field book that describes the building blocks of digital transformation..
Building a digital strategy cannot be deliver effectively if built independently of business or
marketing strategy.We will therefore first need to ensure we have abroad understanding of the
underlying principles.This book guides us throughout the Digital Transformation Journey using
the Digital Capability Model framework.The Digital Capability Model is a reference model used
to diagnose and design business processes required for digital business and it focus heavily on
12 operational areas: from Digital Marketing to Digital development & Operation. Every business
aspect is covered. Key takeaway: digital strategy must not and cannot be built independently
from business strategy. The Digital Capability Model help us to achieve this goal.One of the best
structured approach towards Digital Transformation.”

The book by Jace An has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 119 people have provided feedback.
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